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wastage of public money by voluntary bodies, grants could
safely be made towards other forms of capital outlay. Grants
for building schoolhouses were thus followed by others for
building schoolmasters7 houses and training-colleges and for
providing a wider range of books and apparatus.
Besides aiding the voluntary provision of suitable materiel,
Dr. Kay and his department encouraged the training of a
suitable personnel for the voluntary schools by offering grants
in 1846 to all teachers who trained in them. For the brevity
of school life made it almost impossible to find sufficient
monitors.
Towards the cost of maintenance, a capitation grant was
made to managers of inspected schools in 1853, on the basis
of regular attendance. This was partly in the hope of encour-
aging them to take steps to make their schools more attractive.
But it also helped to take some of the wind out of the sails of
the highly contentious ' Manchester and Salford* movement
for permitting boroughs to give rate-aid to denominational
schools—a movement supported inside the Peelite coalition
cabinet by Lord John Russell, although it raised the then
insoluble question of what conditions less tolerant boroughs
would pose in return for their aid, besides doing nothing to
help the counties which on the whole had less untapped
resources than the boroughs.
One of the many reasons why parents preferred their
children to go to work rather than to school was the little
that most children succeeded in learning. The overwhelm-
ing majority of children were sent ^o school some time in their
little lives; but very few attended for more than one or two
years; and even then their attendance was highly irregular.
The ineffectiveness of the schools prompted Derby and Dis-
raeli to appoint a royal commission under the Duke of
Newcastle in 1858 'to inquire into the present state of popu-
lar education in England, and to consider and report what
measures if any are required for the extension of sound and
cheap elementary instruction to all classes of the people/ This
commission reported in 1861 in favour of payment by results:

